
"The Trials Should Have Been Halted": Rate Of 'Serious Adverse Events' Closely Tracks
Spike In Post-Vax Disabilities

BY TYLER DURDEN TUESDAY, FEB 21, 2023 - 12:46 AM

Over the past 18 months, skeptics of mRNA Covid-19 vaccines and those pointing out high rates of adverse reactions have been subject to
ostracism, deplatforming, and flawed 'fact checks' to shut down opinions and analysis which conflicted with official narratives.

Now, the data has begun to speak for itself, thanks to people like former Blackrock portfolio manager Ed Dowd, who has devoted the last several
years to deep-dive research and analysis of pandemic-related data (in fact, he's written an excellent book on the topic). Dowd, along with partners
Carlos Alegria and Yuri Nunes, launched Phinance Technologies - where, aside from traditional macroeconomic analysis, they have produced
comprehensive reports on pandemic-related disabilities and excess deaths using official data.

Their latest analysis reveals that the rate of Serious Adverse Events in the mRNA Covid-19 vaccine clinical trials closely tracks a spike in
disabilities reported after the vaccine rollout.

Via Phinance Technologies (emphasis ours),

In part 3 of our US disabilities analysis we observed that the rise in disability rates post 2/2021 correlates closely with the rollout of the
vaccination schedule. When looking at changes in disabilities on a wider time frame (since 2008) we observe that the disability rates rose or fell
from month to month but tended to be relatively stable over time. However, as shown in part 1, the change in behaviour since early 2021 is
clearly an abnormal occurrence with high level of statistical significance. It happens to be highly correlated to the cumulative Covid-19 vaccine
rollout, but we cannot state that the correlation is statistically meaningful as it is based on a cumulative plot with obvious autocorrelation.

In this section we provide further evidence that the most likely cause of the rise in disabilities is the Covid-19 vaccines. For that purpose, we
model the expected rise in disabilities due to the vaccination rollout in the general population. We do so by using the rates of Serious Adverse
Events (SAEs) obtained by the safety analysis of the mRNA vaccine (Pfizer and Moderna) clinical trials, performed in the Vaccine journal paper we
reviewed here, and our analysis in part five.

Edward Dowd · Feb 18, 2023
@DowdEdward · Follow

Our anaysis of a peer reviewed paper on Serious Adverse 
Events in the mRNA Clinical Trials doi.org/10.1016/j.vacc… 
reveals the following conclusions:

Our results provide a stronger case for establishing a causal 
relationship between disabilities and the Covid-19 vaccines.

Edward Dowd
@DowdEdward · Follow

The time series of SAEs that were computed based on 
the rates estimated during the mRNA clinical trials are 
shown to be of the same magnitude as the rate of 
increase in disability rates in the 16-64 Civilian Labor 
Force.
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We can observe that the rate of rise in disabilities is higher than the computed rate of rise in SAEs of special interest, which could be
explained in several different ways, or by a combination of factors.

By the definition of an SAEs of special interest being more extreme than the rate of disabilities reported by the individuals surveyed by the BLS
i.e. some disabilities reported by the individuals surveyed by the BLS may be caused by adverse events that are not deemed SAEs of special
interest, due to the criteria used to define an SAE being overly restrictive.
The population of the Civilian Labor Force as a whole may be less healthy (and somehow more vulnerable to vaccine-related disabilities) than
the vaccine trial populations, either due to the selection criteria for participation in the trial, or ‘self-selection’ bias.
Under-reporting of SAEs of special interest in the trial populations.
Other factors causing excess disabilities in the Civilian Labor Force in a concurrent timeframe to the vaccine rollout.

As Dowd further notes via Twitter;

The rate of estimated SAEs appears to be under-reported relative the recorded rise in disabilities (according to the BLS survey) by about 2.6
times. These results were expected as we had already shown in part 3 of our study the high correlation between the rise in the disability rate since
2/21 with the vaccine rollout. We realise that performing the correlation of cumulative time series is misleading & the R2 should not be taken as an
indication of establishing a statistically significant relationship as both time series have autocorrelation."
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However, the coincidence of the rise in disabilities with the 
start of the Covid-19 vaccination rollout in conjunction with the 
similar magnitude of the rate of SAEs (from the clinical trials) & 
changes in disabilities (from the BLS data) leads to a stronger 
case for asserting
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causation.
We believe that a comprehensive investigation 

needs to be performed, either in the form of new phase 
III clinical trials for at least a 3-year period, or a 
programme of forensic autopsies in a large sample of 
deceased individuals where the Covid-19 vaccines 
were not
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suspected as a co-factor for cause of death.

Our modeled estimates are low & likely due to:
1)Some disabilities reported by the individuals surveyed by the 
BLS may be caused by adverse events that are not deemed 
SAEs, due to the criteria used to define an SAE being overly
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restrictive.
2)The population of the Civilian Labor Force as a 
whole may be less healthy (and somehow more 
vulnerable to vaccine-related disabilities) than the 
vaccine trial populations, either due to the selection 
criteria for participation in the trial, or ‘self-selection’ 
bias
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3) Under-reporting of SAEs in the trial populations
4) Other factors causing excess disabilities in the 
Civilian Labor Force in a concurrent timeframe to the 
vaccine rollout.
8:44 AM · Feb 18, 2023
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Bottom line: There were enough safety signals to show that what we are seeing in the BLS data was known during the clinical trials even given their
narrow definition of a SAE. The trials should have been halted. 
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The federal government stopped Peloton, the maker of exercise equipment, from selling equipment after the single death of a
child and injuries to 29 individuals but pushing for people to take the "vaccine" continues unabated notwithstanding thousands of
deaths and injuries. 

Lord Baltimore





183 16 Reply

1 week ago

Vladimir Putin was/is one of the few world leaders to publicly say the vaccine should be optional. 

For that reason and many more, I am rooting for Putin !!

LimitDown69r
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1 week ago  

Dr. Ryan Cole Shares Terrifying Biopsy Results Which Could Explain Rise in Cancers

https://rumble.com/v282qwy--dr.-ryan-cole-shares-terrifying-biopsy-results-which-could-explain-rise-in.html
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Pure Bloods excelled at the IQ test
Shitonya Serfs
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and courage
zotz
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Even Inspector Gadget can solve this case - without the help of Penny and Brain. 
BLOTTO
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PREMIUM 1 week ago

SO.  All of the morons that were running around yelling SAFE AND EFFECTIVE really didn't know what the heII
they were talking about.  I hope all of you vaxx mandaters are looking in the mirror every day wondering when
today is going to be "your day".  I hope you live in fear and misery for the rest of your shortened miserable lives
for what you tried to do to the rest of us.

Beam Me Up Scotty
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1 week ago (Edited)

We haven't even gotten to the bad stuff yet.  That'll be when they find out that the vaccines also cause
reproductive issues.

That story feels like it's lurking just below the surface for now.  It'll take longer than the heart issues to start being
noticed.  But I suspect it WILL be shown to be an issue with them eventually, too.

 

NoDebt
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Taken from CDCs own numbers:  The deadliest 5% of batches ALL went to red states. https://expose-
news.com/2023/02/19/cdc-confirms-deadly-covid-vaccine-batche-sent-red-states/

TeamDepends
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@beammeupscotty it is quite the opposite as they are doubling down with medical tyranny and Biden just signed
us up to be governed and mandated to by the China-loving WHO clowns!

RestaurantReppin
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Trump's "vaccines" have never been about "science"; it's been pure politics since day one.

Trump wanted the history books to record that he, and his warp speed, saved a billion lives.

For FJB, it was clear the largest, by far, group against mRNA injections were political enemies; so the POS
"mandated it".

Same with masks, lockdowns, passports; 100% political, 0% science.

Bacon's Rebellion
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That's actually great news! I'm in a red state with a few Blue cancerous cities. 85+% "vaccination" rate in those
Liberal shitholes. Something to smile about!

Bacon's Rebellion

The deadliest 5% of batches ALL went to red states
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too many shekels and tribe members were involved along with NWO monsters and media who were looking an
excuse for a population reduction campaign.

Dr. Zelenko was right, this will truly be a Holocaust that involves billions over the next few years.

bannedcampsurvivor
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Dr. Zelenko was right, this will truly be a Holocaust that involves billions over the next few years.

well those responsible be punished?

by way of deception they have made war, and their defense.
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1 week ago

@Beam Me Up Scotty.

Too all you vaxx retards out there as reality too what you did too yourself hits it is your f@cking problem not mine.

It is not my responsibility as a pureblood to pay for what you chose for healthcare.

If anything the number disabled is going to destroy the economy we are talking $billions of taxes to pay for what
they did too themselves.

I see the vaxxed now as a tax liability that the sooner they die the better because you are looking at $100K a year
in economic tax costs for each 1.

GreatUncle
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1 week ago

more the courage. 60/40.

I know a lot of well educated people who only got jabbed to make their lives easier, even though they didn't want
it.

Juche Tony
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1 week ago

I used a fake vaxx card. Government contractor. I was gonna outright refuse, but they wanted to be deceitful, so I
played fake card game, and waited for courts to come through. Next time, I will simply refuse and not deceive
them like that deceived millions. I’ll just dig in and say “NO.” 
 

But, I didn’t get it. My kids didn’t. I wish my wife listened to me, but she was coerced heavily. I was considered
crazy back in May 2021. 

Millennial Falcon
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Have NO FEAR h-o-m-o-s...

Don't worry about all the data you ignored... You can still 'FIX IT'

with...

PAXLOVID!!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l5ed-8Khazw

ThenCameBronson
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1 week ago

I am not going to forgive and forget what the medical establishment made me endure when I formed my educated
opinion to avoid participation in a medical experiment.

Giant
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1 week ago (Edited)

luztrious - downvote for your bit ly link which probably goes to your biblicism site.
Combobulation404
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1 week ago (Edited)

So everyone is still being prevented from hearing about any real, genuine experts that are world renowned in their
field of related and relevant expertise and that are clean from any financial connection with the manufacturers and
their myriad of cohorts that continue to line their pockets at the expense of the entire population.  

Advanced mind control techniques are layered and highly deceptive, just like this.

Yes the trials should have been stopped like many practitioners tried to tell the corrupted authorities to absolutely no
avail. And now that it is too late we can read a book on the subject at a price or be kept in the dark. How goddam
wonderful can things get?

Remember to cremate with haste without autopsy. There must be no evidence that implicates the experimental
injections. Do not speak about whether the deceased had any of these injections. It is of course still socially
irresponsible to warn others about any danger they should have avoided. Whatever you do stay uninformed and
stay away from information that could help save your own life or anyone else's, such as..

https://tinyurl.com/4f3snrum

For those that forced others to be injected, may you be sued bankrupt if any of your victims suffers the likely
consequences. If the law proves useless then may the injection do its worst to you.

Gargolic

former Blackrock portfolio manager Ed Dowd
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Ed Dowd:  2500 excess deaths per day in the USA...and 5000 permanently disbled...proven by insurance claims
OlTomJoad
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For sure, lots of mind control going on right now.  But when I look back over my lifetime, I think it's just been a
"long con" that has spanned decades, which leads me to believe that there are principalities and powers, sinister
deceptive spirits and false idols, in the world, that have no other intention but to lead humanity onto a path of
destruction.  And God warned us about this thousands of years ago.  

shibbo360
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Dowd's been all over this doing the Yeoman's work since before the all-cause mortality rates were being
known. He was licking his chops to get at those in summer 2021 because he knew it would be revealing.

Estimated USA about 300K dead from vaxx and 3 Million disabled. So far.

   

Gwar6.0
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Somebody said ww2 was the last war won by America, but looking around on the highways, its a lot of foreign
tanks, german or japanese…

Know1else_is_Chief
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PREMIUM 1 week ago

The Elites are creating all the crises you are witnessing just now.  Weather to mix with the toxic chemicals to create
a nation-wide health crisis requiring digital IDs and CBDCs and control of you because we are awake and attacking
them with law suits. They need more and more distractions to stop We the people.  Do not be fooled.  The next
pandemic is soon because you are learning about the damage caused by the vaccines so they need to stop you
from any more learning and  bring another pandemic now!

https://www.bitchute.com/video/dvvExMw4ukPp/

 

Colorado Cowboy
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World Health Organization = WHO = World Homicide Organization

Colorado Cowboy
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The next scamdemic is near because the WHO is pushing hard to obtain global control of national pandemic
procedures. Biden is ‘negotiating’ with the WHO as I type, for the WHO to take sovereign control of US health
policies. I’m sure Biden will put up a tough fight and negotiate hard. Lol

chiswickcat
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Of fucking course !
Milpool
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1 week ago (Edited)

The guy is an actor, nothing more.

Anyone that’s on a mainstream show like Dr. Drew or Joe Rogan is just spreading the polarization narratives and isn’t
to be trusted whatsoever. Robert Malone is another one.  

King of Pentacles
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Attack the messenger because you can't refute his facts
clot shot
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Which ‘facts’, exactly? The ones that only fit your biases, I would imagine.

I hold the divine powers of intuition and reason. I have no obligation to cast pearls of wisdom and knowledge to
swine such as yourself. Feel free to believe as you will. 

King of Pentacles
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Is it safe to assume you have taken the max jabs nad boosts recommended by fake medical experts?
wicked trader
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Nope, not safe. Not by a long shot.

I’m a pureblood.

King of Pentacles
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Enjoy your booster, King of Pentacles, and don't try to say you're a pureblood, its obvious you are not. By the way,
Malone invented the mRNA technology decades ago, but gloss over that fact if you like.  I´m sitting by the river,
waiting for you to float by.

Bitclown
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LOL let me guess your triple faxed?
Capt Jack
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Two people I know were vaxxed - got cancer and died within 40 days.   They were stunned at how fast they were
going.   It was heartbreaking.  One was a neighbor and the other a friend of a friend.   I tried to tell one about "Joe
Tippens Protocol" with Fenbendazole/Panacur-C and the wife did nothing.  I offered to buy it and deer in the
headlights from her.

Joe Tippens got terminal cancer in late 2016.  He wen to the best cancer hospital in America, spent $1.2 million, left
losing 100 lbs and went from 1 to 40 tumors.

He started Panacur-C aka Fenbendazole and is alive and fine today.  He put all the weight back on.

Freddie
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Ordered Fenbendazole 4 months ago when I researched it. Take it as a precaution in small doses. Been on the horse
paste since Jan. 2020. Just got over this years flu. My dogs and I are pretty healthy creatures and happy. Something
to be said about being happy and being able to laugh and enjoy the small things in life. 

X-wife got 2 shots a year ago just had a stroke. 

I like y'all are mad as hell at the Karens/shot happy/ masked up shitheads but the best way to shut them down is
with the undisputable fact that I don't have that shit in my body and they do, time will tell. They can't argue with that
and it shuts them down everytime!!

Y'all have a blessed day.

undersiege
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Another friend of my wife died suddenly while sleeping yesterday.  He took the jabs and boosters and told us he
was fine...until he wasn't 

clot shot
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Thats part of the issue, the vaxx is a messengerRNA code, to convert your cells, into spiked protein producers.
 Them, the vaxxed, say they’re fine, superspreading their spiked proteins…which you may survive, or you may be
affected by.

Know1else_is_Chief
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Sad part is that instead of all those Karens/shot happy/masked up shitheads looking for accountability, they'd
rather you be forced into their same situation.  That's easier and then you won't have any place to complain.  

geologyguy
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the first research paper (Swedish, 2021) on telomere damage from mRNA estimated a 90% collapse in their repair
function, equating to a 90% reduction in remaining lifespan. So anyone 65 or over who didn't get saline is going to
die this year, the over 45s next year, and everyone else the year after.

Juche Tony
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Was it an old SNL skit?

Here's me: "Buh-bye."

Here's you: "But we didn't know!  Our leaders told us!  It was scary and, we thought there was danger!  It's not all
fault!  We don't deserve vax deaths and disabilities!"

Here's me: "Buh-bye."

merizobeach
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6 days ago

Kind of weird...both where I live in Maine and am now vacationing in Savannah, GA...tons of houses look like the
owners have simply stopped upkeep in the past couple of years.  Some have lawnmowers in their front yards that
haven't moved from the half cut lawn job from 18 months ago.  wtf?

geologyguy
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Dr. Cole getting the boot. Bye bye Dr. Cole.

https://wmc.wa.gov/news/statement-charges-served-physician-license-ryan-cole

known unknown
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He's licensed in Idaho, so it doesn't matter. The tards in Seattle can jab themselves to death
clot shot
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Yet vaccines were still mandated in Russia.

https://www.rt.com/russia/526697-moscow-orders-mandatory-vaccination-against/?ysclid=led65xkytz686235886

Now Russia rolling out digital IDs

https://tass.com/science/1044074?ysclid=led67j9sye610696794

Just because Putin is not Biden’s friend and Biden is not your friend, that does not make Putin your friend.

 

ohm

Vladimir Putin was/is one of the few world leaders to publicly say the vaccine should be optional. 

For that reason and many more, I am rooting for Putin !!
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1 week ago (Edited)

Wow. Did not know this...

Edit: These articles are years old and therefore much less relevant. I'll look more into this...

LimitDown69r
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No way to legitimize the scamdemic or any part of it. No amount of spin or analysis will reveal an acceptable reason
for the policies of tyranny that came from it except to say that TPTB needed a crisis to subvert the 2020 election at
a minimum. It is one of several places that they are drawing from so we can expect many more scamdemics (and
other created crises) in the future for that same reason.

Hugh_Jorgan
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"A vaccine so deadly, they had to create a disease for it"
Capn Balz
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I have a hunch the fires and railroad derailments and food and fertilizer factory fires are all from the same
source(s).

Herbert C. Noodleman
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We all have that hunch...
Hugh_Jorgan
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PREMIUM 1 week ago

There are none so blind as those that will not see and we have International Stare Decisis.............

Ophiuchus
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Pretty much. The polarization campaigns have gone on for decades and have done exceedingly well for the Kabal.
King of Pentacles
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However, the Kremlin sought to downplay suggestions that the move amounts to a policy of forced vaccination, with
Putin’s spokesman, Dmitry Peskov, saying that compulsory immunization isn’t even a question to be considered.
Instead, it appears that the rule change simply regulates how many unvaccinated employees can work in selected
industries.
 

small de

tyberious
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You can try to spin it as you like but Moscow is the FIRST city in the WORLD to introduce mandatory vaccinations. It
then expanded to other Russian regions

https://tass.com/society/1360335
The military as well.

https://edwardslavsquat.substack.com/p/compulsory-covid-vaccination-in-the

Eventually encompassing the people of the highest population centers.

If you love medical freedom, Putin is not your friend.

 

ohm
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Just curious because frankly I don't have a clue... are the Russians promoting the same vaccine as the rest of the
western nations or are they working with one of their own design?

jusstpassinthru
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Russians are using their own design. They were the first to come out with a Covid vaccine - even beat Warp
Speed Trump.

ohm
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Russia did not use mRNA
clot shot
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So what? Do you think Sputnik is any less toxic? If so, based on what? Does Russia have a transparent Adverse
Reaction Reporting system? No. 

ohm
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Vlad has not and will NEVER be a hero. People really have to stop praising politicians. They are NOT coming to save
you. The only HERO in this story is yourself. 

lwilland1012
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"The only HERO in this story is yourself."

Truer words were never spoken.

jusstpassinthru
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https://skwealthacademy.substack.com/p/why-nato-perceives-the-mws-as-the

 

Not the only thing Putin is up to.

Liberpublican
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If you had done your research, you would easily have found the incontestable fact that China, Russia and other
similarly aligned countries had actual vaccines, NOT MRNA vaccines.   Distinct difference.

PressCheck
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1 week ago (Edited)

If you would have actually done your research, you would have found out that both China and Russia do not
even have a VAERS or V-Safe system to track adverse reactions so you have no data to show that there is ANY
safety difference between the Chinese and Russian vaccines and the western mRNA ones. . 
 

And if you had bothered to research further, you would have found out that China is already poisoning Indonesia
with its own home grown mRNA vaccine and is ready to poison its own population as well.

https://www.reuters.com/world/china/chinese-made-mrna-vaccine-starts-trial-production-2023-01-07/

https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/indonesia-drug-agency-approves-chinas-walvax-
mrna-vaccine-emergency-use-2022-09-29/

 

ohm
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While those that rule fight amongst themselves ordinary people are left alone.

When an elite is at peace they have time too attack ordinary people.

GreatUncle
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Exactly , you do not have to choose , Russia is the most wealthy country in the world but the poorest population, elites
there are the same that we have , take your freedom people , do not support this shit war from a side to another.

Digival
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Russian Fertility in 2022 collapsed to the level of 2001

“this process began in March, exactly nine months after the beginning of mass coercion to covid vaccination, which,
as some experts feared, could negatively affect human reproductive function, since the impact of new gene vaccines
on it has not been studied. But since no statistics on covid vaccination have been published, it is almost impossible to
evaluate it.”

https://www.nakanune.ru/articles/120325/
 

Gunzburg (Russia’s Fauci) announced the safety of the COVID-19 vaccine for children 6-11 years old

After (days) of meticulous study 

https://tass.ru/obschestvo/16932425
 

Russians suspended from work without pay for refusing covid vaccine are still not allowed to return to work

https://www.mk.ru/social/2023/01/12/uvolennye-za-otkaz-privitsya-ot-kovida-rossiyane-obratilis-k-putinu.html

Gunzburg announced the need to update covid vaccine antigens every 9-10 months

Earlier he stated efficacy for life. Putin backed Gunzburg’s push for continued vaccination

https://tass.ru/obschestvo/16795921

Putin called for continued vaccination against influenza and covid

https://tass.ru/obschestvo/16591441

https://tass.ru/obschestvo/16086437

In the Russian Federation, the temporary procedure for the operation of medical institutions for the prevention
of covid has been extended until 2024

https://tass.ru/obschestvo/16690749
 

Russia is in development of TWO mRNA clot shots for covid.

 

 

 

 

GiantLdaV





6 3 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

He has the  hypersonic weapons . We have a problem ,Houston

Majorca





22 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Maybe its the hypodermic weapons we should fear. 

Codesmith





1 Reply

1 week ago

Russia is ramping up production. They will be used in the near future.

 

HowdyDoody





5 2 Reply

1 week ago

We only have a problem if our insane leaders from Graham to Blinken get their wish and directly attack Russia first.

ohm

He has the  hypersonic weapons . We have a problem ,Houston
 





12 Reply

1 week ago

The Demented one can go to Kiev but not to Ohio... 

😒

Eyes Opened





2

1 week ago

You got that right!
Oldsouthernboy





4

1 week ago

It's plain to see the Demented One and his handlers could care less about American citizens.  They've waged war
on American citizens since 1/21/2021.

fn_fcst





9 6 Reply

1 week ago

Hmm. Then explain the posters in the streets of St Peterburg in the autumn of 2021 pressuring people and guilting them
to get the bioweapon to me. I'd really like to know.
Putin pushed the bioweapon. Putin has enacted laws for a state digital currency. Putin is in the pocket of the banking
cartel who own the western world. Same same.

negotiator





2 Reply

1 week ago

Just another FSB пидор пожиратель спермы
Putins_A_Pidor





1 Reply

1 week ago

When you figure out the bad guys are running your country, does this mean the ones they’re calling the bad guys are
really the good guys?

911truther





2 1 Reply

1 week ago

No. They are all bad guys.
ohm





2 Reply

1 week ago

you surely are dumb

"vaccines" were enforced in Russia, by the firms, friend of mine in Moscow got 2 doses

Putin gave medal to Russian Fauci named Ginzburg for the "vaccines"

you dumb idiot, you have no clue what is going on

NoPasaran





Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

delete
buffed





15 Reply

1 week ago

Weren't some of the trials stopped - ostensibly because the "efficacy" was so high?
Joe Davola





28 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Thank you for this useful information, whoever provided it.

Do you have any idea when it will filter down to the average doctor who performs Health Medicine (as opposed to
surgeons who fix actual problems)? Tell me, is Ivermectin still considered horse paste by respectable medical pros?  I
haven't got the memo on that yet.

dead hobo





41 Reply

1 week ago

I have determined the average general practitioner can't be trusted. They don't keep current and do what they are told
by big medical groups and big pharma. Take all vaxes, take a dozen drugs, don't eat meat, only eat 2 eggs a week,
etc. My guy knows not to even try to tell me what to do anymore. 

WildDog





33 Reply

1 week ago

Have your own labs drawn at a place like Labcorp annually.  As long as these look good you don't need a GP. 
Exercise, eat right in moderation, drink in moderation, stop smoking etc.  You won't need a GP.  I gave up on
medicine when a doctor tried to badger me to get the vax when it was rolled out. 

Pepe' Le Pew





1

1 week ago

yes, I'm about there but needed that GP signoff  for th einsurance racket. 
WildDog





1 week ago

The labs are pretty cheap with cash payment. Learn how to read them
clot shot





5 Reply

1 week ago

They are dumber than a box of rocks. Nothing lower than the PA.
Rebellion





3

1 week ago

My brother took the jabs on the advice of his PA sister in law. Caught covid and nearly died. I told him to get an
IVM prescription from her, but she refused. Said it was dangerous. I gave him the number to FLCCC docs and
they wrote him a prescription. He got better the next day. 

clot shot





9 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

It's called a medical license, they do what their told (follow procedure) or they don't work?
jusstpassinthru





11 Reply

1 week ago

GP = 

Pfizer sales rep

SurfingUSA





3 Reply

1 week ago

Occasionally eat red meat, eat as much fresh fish as you can afford, if its not toxic.  You can eat 2-3 eggs per day, if
you can find em, poached healthier than fried.  Free range birds are happier, and the eggs higher quality.  Free range
does not have a “liberal” definition, it means free to forage in a field, in the garden, in the compost….

Know1else_is_Chief





1 week ago (Edited)

I get through about ten eggs a week, organic, usually omelettes made in butter. Non organic commercial ones are
full of antibiotics, so avoid those.

Juche Tony





31 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

They just added them to the CDC childhood vax schedule for 6 months old so that's how we know they're working exactly
as intended. Prepare now for the next one or end up SADS.

https://thegoodcitizen.substack.com/p/the-next-one-autumn-2024

 

ArthurFleck





35 Reply

1 week ago

1750 Athlete Cardiac Arrests or Serious Issues, 1214 of Them Dead, Since COVID Injection…

https://goodsciencing.com/covid/athletes-suffer-cardiac-arrest-die-after-covid-shot/

nothing to see here, move along 

Z Free





30 Reply

1 week ago

After my 2nd Moderna shot, I suffered two different autoimmune injuries in addition to standard fever and chills.  3
months later, I still felt so bad I wondered if the vaccine had literally taken years off my life.

bankerbob





27 3 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

"After my 2nd Moderna shot,"

stopped reading after that statement certifying insanity and complete absence of credibility

 

zotz





29 1

PREMIUM 1 week ago (Edited)

He may have been coerced to get it by an employer.  I'll give those people a pass.  But if hes a vaxx mandate
supporter, and ran around excoriating everyone who wouldn't take it or questioned its effectiveness and safety,
then he can writhe in agony for a few days before he dies for all I care.

Beam Me Up Scotty





8 1

PREMIUM 1 week ago

You can't vilify people who succumbed to the pressure.  It was extraordinarily intense, especially for people
working/living in Blue cities.  In NYC, you could not go out to eat, go to a gym, go to a show, go to the office
or go to a friend's party if you were not vaccinated.  If word got out you were unvaccinated, it was a social and
professional black mark against you, worse than being a smoker or being arrested for a DUI.

I ended up getting a fake vax card and very nearly got busted for it.  As completely dubious as I was of the
vaccine, it took a lot of consideration before I decided to go as far as committing a felony to avoid the vaccine.

SpeakerFTD





3

1 week ago

Gee how horrible, you couldn't go out to a show....
Farmerz





1

1 week ago

only thing worse than the vax is paying to see a bunch of woke h-o-m-o thespians on a stage
ThenCameBronson





5 Reply

1 week ago

It did.
Real_Slav





9 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Yer a member here since 2016.....and you still went ahead with the clotshots ?... smh 

🙄😒

Eyes Opened





1 Reply

1 week ago

'fraid to say it probably has. Up to 90% off. Sorry.
Juche Tony





23 Reply

1 week ago

Excess deaths in 2022 are in millions in highly vaxxed countries, not thousands. Weekly spikes are up anywhere from 5% to
50%+ above average.

rizzo





3 2 Reply

1 week ago

Around one million in the US. 
ohm





14 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Ill bet its far more than that.  They make excuses for every "sudden death" that occurs.  #ABV.  Anything But Vaccine
deaths.

Beam Me Up Scotty





2 4 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Sorry to disturb your happy ZH echo chamber get-together.
The occurance of 2 events at the same time is a correlation and is no source for the interpretation of cause and effect.
.
The chance that these disabilities are caused by a COVID-19 infection is as probable as that it's been caused by the vax.
There's no data being discussed here, that they checked whether the disabled were suffering from a COVID-19 infection.
So this all just wild assumptions.
.
I too suspect that the vax is the main cause. But that's just a hypothesis and not even a theory. I am entitled to my own
opinion, but that doesn't entitle me to misinterprete data. More so if the data leaves aside a major probable factor.
It's bad enough that govt and MSM approved scientists present wild interpretations of insufficient and often fraudulent
statistics.

Let us not dwell on their level!

Vendettor





2 2 Reply

1 week ago

Sometimes correlation is not causation.

Other times .... it fucking is.

Eurostat published data for December 2022. https://pbs.twimg.com/media/FpKCeTlaYAIXo7k?format=jpg&name=large

Notice anything ? All the fanatical covid-jihad countries have their population dying off in droves, Germany up +52%,
while Bulgaria, those pesky "dirty" unjabbed untermensch with the lowest intake of poison in Europe enjoys nice -6%.

rizzo





54 Reply

1 week ago

Wait until it’s learned by the masses that no laboratory animal ever survived what they’ve been injecting into their bodies for
almost 2 yrs.  This is the reason why the initial jabs weren’t FDA approved & they buried this info.

VideoEng_NC





1 week ago

It was the entire reason for the emergency use authorization.  #MAGAjabs
ledhead1789



13 Reply



7 Reply

1 week ago

yet another pointless argument on here was when I pointed out all the ferrets died, the counterpoint was "animals are
different", and then I said "so why do they test on animals?", at which point the Langley troll disappeared.

Juche Tony





18 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

CDC stopped eye drops just last month because it was causing eye irritations.
ScanThisNews





6 Reply

1 week ago

And yet, we knew this.  The "experts" will not be able to claim ignorance.  
Sophia Aurelius





Reply

1 week ago

Can see eye drops are not recalled, and if you want preventative eye care, look into it, Can See….
Know1else_is_Chief





14 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

"notwithstanding thousands of deaths and injuries."

Actually millions...more likely many millions.

Here is a quote from a ChatGpt report I ran.  You have to spoof it to get it to be "honest" or it will give you the vaccine
apologist (Fauci) view and claim they are proven safe and effective.  I told it to adopt the point of view of a vaccine
conspiracy theorist (and be an advocate for those views) and that it could not include disclaimers.  It will still try to undercut
the views to a degree, but will at least provide the information. (I gave it detailed instructions to look at specific databases
and to report the findings of a list of 12 or so prominent vaccine critics.)

According to VAERS, there have been over 1.5 million adverse events reported, including over 22,000 deaths. The
European Yellow Card system has reported over 1.9 million adverse events, including over 27,000 deaths.
Additionally, the DOD databases have reported over 200,000 adverse events, including over 4,000 deaths.

By any reasonable view, this would be the absolute minimum number of injuries.  VAERS is voluntary, and is said to be
under-reported by up to a factor of 10.  Further, it rejects valid reports if they are not technically "complete"...like including a
lot number for the vaccine.

This will be a wasteland of injury and death before it's over.  Vaccine wasteland...sounds vaguely like a song...

Twox2





1 Reply

1 week ago

Europe plus the USA is about 1/10th of the world population. Although Africa is barely jabbed, many other countries are
more jabbed even than Europe, so the total world death count so far is going to be at least 10x those on VAERS+yellow
card, or 500k, and the injuries 15 million. Multiply that by 10 again for undercounting, and you have 5 million dead and
150 million injured. And we're only 25 months in.

Juche Tony





3 Reply

1 week ago

The Feds have been picking the winners and losers since 1860.

Nothing here to see. Please, move along.

Duke of Somerset





Reply

1 week ago

It's almost as if they don't care at all about your wellbeing.  
EstIst





3 1 Reply

1 week ago

@Bacon and others -

Folks, pharma has played this game at least since 1955 with the fake Polio epidemic and equally fake vax/poison.

That's 67 years or 2/3 of a century for those keeping score. So in order:

Ike - got played for polio, and WWII war criminal

JFK - never had a chance and was couped 

LBJ - murder of JFK co-conspirator & war criminal

Nixon - not an angel but got soft couped when he learned of JFK coup

Ford - preselected to keep seat warm

Carter - see JFK

Reagan - when presented with 1986 vax immunity bill said, "Why can't you just make shots safer?" Smart, just got fooled.

Bush Sr. - murdered JFK & Iraq war criminal 

Clinton - repealed Glass Steagle & Yugo was criminal

Bush Jr. - 911 hoax & Iraq II war criminal

BHO - corrupt bankster buddy & war criminal 

Trump - trusted wrong people & duped into jabs

Bidet - corrupt since 1974 & war criminal

See a pattern??

Illusory logic





Reply

1 week ago

yes, but what I also see is that they're not infallible: the occasional good man emerges.
Juche Tony





2 Reply

1 week ago

This is great information and all.....but wake me up when people start to go to jail.....
PedroS





2 Reply

1 week ago

Yes, but the difference between Peloton and the so-called "vaccines" is that the federal government produced the so-called
"vaccines" with intent to harm. Katherine watt has published an excellent "fictionalized" summary of the story so far:

https://bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/jackson-v-pfizerdod-scheduled-for

Tirion





3 Reply

1 week ago

You’ll like this one. I wanted to buy a set of venetian blinds to replace the ones in my daughters room. You can still buy
venetian blinds but you can no longer buy venetian blinds that you can raise. You can only change the angle of the slats.
This is because, apparently somebody strangled themselves with the draw cord.

Groucho





Reply

1 week ago

not much safer and quite a lot more ineffective.
Juche Tony





Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

You kidding ????

They do these stunts so that they make the News thus suggesting that,

"Your Government Cares About Your Health"

LA_Goldbug





1 Reply

1 week ago

Peloton didn't have the pull with the political elites to avoid being spanked.

$$$$

PTK





1 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Rockefeller owns most of most big pharma and is a population controller. All jabs, even childhood ones, are to main and
increase dependence upon medicine and big pharma potions for life. They is plenty if money to be made from peoples
damaged health. No childhood vaccination is compared to unvaxed children. Those people that had childhood vaccinations
are approx 10x more likely to suffer a chronic heath issue in life. ($$$$$)

The link can take a short while to start. 

https://odysee.com/@TimTruth:b/vaxxed-vs-unvaxxed-documentary:5?
lid=80bab6995ad30d399ec4ad81ee5cc127e37c3da5

chiswickcat





Reply

1 week ago

Unfortunately Peloton didn't get enough swamp creatures to own the company like Pfizer did for the klot shots.
Professor Maduro





103 Reply

1 week ago

It appears that the "vaccine" wasn't created for COVID. Instead, COVID was created for the "vaccine".
Lord Baltimore





16 Reply

1 week ago

It was a package deal. Why not do Gain of Function assembly while projecting the same virus strands into a vaccine?
Efficiency!

Orly





10 1 Reply

1 week ago

They were created in conjunction with one-another, concurrently.
ScanThisNews





27 1 Reply

1 week ago

Same with flu shots.

Best option is no shots.......  EVER!

Stewmeat





6 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

You never create something you intend to use without an excuse to roll it out.
bkwaz4





16 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Covid19 test kit patent filed in 2015.

https://web.archive.org/web/20210731034337/https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/patent/US-2020279585-A1

This means development started 2013/2014.

This probably alerted Mullis as something fishy was going on because surely he got some portion of the patent royalty. 

Duke of Somerset





23 Reply

1 week ago

I keep saying this, but I don't understand why no one in media is drilling in the question:  How did PFauci so accurately
predict that a pandemic would happen at the end of Trump's term, particularly a pandemic that started from a gain of
function lab?  If this were a natural occurring "pandemic," that would make him psychic.  But being a virus released from a
lab, it seems that PFauci knew there would be a pandemic, because he KNEW there would be a pandemic.  I feel like I'm
living in bizarro world where the central planners who are leading us into the Great Reset are telling us what they're going to
do next, while at the same time everyone is acting like it's all normal and coincidence and questioning if it's all being
orchestrated makes you a conspiracy theorist.  

shibbo360





5 Reply

1 week ago

Perfectly said

👍

yogy999





2 Reply

1 week ago

These "small details" are forgotten by the Public but they are the ones that give away The Game.
LA_Goldbug





98 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

I worked in the vaccine business for 30 years. We pulled a pediatric Rotavirus vaccine off the market completely after several
unconfirmed to be vaccine related, but severe AEs. This COVID conspiracy is nothing short of evil!

Sam Adam's Ghost





79 Reply

1 week ago

It's so fvching massive, you can't get your mind around it. It's like trying to contemplate the size of the Universe...or Joe
Biden getting 81 million votes. It's hard for the brain to compute. 

NoPension





32 Reply

1 week ago

Excellent analogy!
Sam Adam's Ghost





42 Reply

1 week ago

And none of the sheep give a damn. That's what blows my mind. They just carry on as normal.
bidennotmyprez99





33 1 Reply

1 week ago

Look...a Baloon!
NoPension





Reply

1 week ago

What’s with the satellite Lasers over Hawaii? 
HomeBrewPrepper





41 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago (Edited)

They've been paralyzed by cognitive dissonance.

If they can't "trust the science" then they are left with nothing to ground their belief system on.

In this case, it's even worse, as they would have to admit how they've endangered their own lives as well as their
families.

Almost everyone on my wife's side of the family got vaxxed. I've yet to hear a peep out of any of them about what
they've done to themselves. Instead they wall it off and try to ignore it the best that they can (while hoping they'll get
lucky and survive it all).

NotApplicable





12 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

I know some  people like that too and I don’t feel sorry for them at all.
PeachPit





10 Reply

1 week ago

it's even worse than that, they would have to realize that THEY THEMSELVES are the horrible monsters they fear so
much.

 

Useless Idiot





2 Reply

1 week ago

They refuse to believe that FauXi is a false god
clot shot





Reply

1 week ago

paralysis is correct. I wrote yesterday how the Turks, watching earthquake p0rn for two weeks, have turned back
into covid-era zombies. So it's not fear per se, as most Turks weren't in the EQs. It's *seeing* death that paralyses
them.

So it's not much of an extension to hypothesise that all the disaster movies and TV shows over the last decade were
designed and created to paralyse all those who watched them for long enough.

Juche Tony





22 Reply

1 week ago

They do, but they can't handle what they've done to themselves.

They are too afraid to talk about it.

This is from a family member who was vax obsessed and a true covid believer UNTIL the jabz hurt her really really bad.

She's a good person. Never pushed it on anyone, BUT really believed everyone would die from Covid.

She says she can't believe what she's done to herself. She's too afraid to talk about it with family for fear of putting
fear into them. She lays awake at night wondering if she will wake up in the morning.

natashav





2 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

It’s heartbreaking
Drummerboy56





4

1 week ago

Not really, while I won't ick on anybody that made an honest mistake, I'm also all out of pity after what they
played a role in.  Just atking s phot of yourself getting jabbed to slap on Facebook helped create the mood which
turned insane.  Better them than me.  Now if they want to punish those responsible so this can't happen again,
they truly want to fix it, then I will be there for them.

Bitclown





1 week ago (Edited)

literally heartbreaking.
Juche Tony





Reply

1 week ago

She didn't do it to herself. Fauci lied to her. She believing Fauci working for the gov. would not say anything that
would result in her being harmed believed it.

The guilty are in the CDC/FDA/DOD and the White House.

LA_Goldbug





1 week ago

Fauci lied to the all fvcking world.
No-Go zone





33 Reply

1 week ago

Do you believe that the other vaccines are safe?  I'm very worried, as I gave my kids the other vaccines on the schedule,
and now I am afraid. 

I don't trust these people, and I never will again.

Sophia Aurelius





27 Reply

1 week ago

No. Not even for my dogs. I think it's all a racket. 
NoPension





4 Reply

1 week ago

I deworm the animals, but even then I'm cautious. I ended up killing four 8 week old kittens getting them dewormed,
when I should have waited an extra month until they were stronger.

Juche Tony





7 9 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Look over the history of the traditional vaccines.  While there are very rare bad (or very bad) effects, they are rare
compared to the benefits.  Polio was still killing kids when I was a boy ... only when I was a teen did the vaccines show up
and end that disease.  There are several more that essentially wiped out diseases that killed lots of kids up to about a
century ago but never do anymore. 

I think that any vaccine more than five years old is okay. 

But you are right to not trust those people and to say 'never again.'   In the future, doctors will have to be treated as we
now do Congressmen.   Especially since the plan is to use lots of mRNA vaccines.  

Zorch





16 Reply

1 week ago

I haven't had a flu shot in almost ten years.  I will never ever get another "preventative" injection again.  
Sophia Aurelius





1 week ago (Edited)

Flu shots of the traditional sort are probably safe enough but they aren't very effective.   That's because they have to
guess the strain(s) of flu that will predominate each year well in advance and often are more or less wrong. 

I wouldn't say 'never again' to any preventive vaccine.  Tetanus is out there; getting that one every ten years is a
good idea.  If you are or possibly have been exposed to rabies -- there is a detailed protocol for figuring that out --
you should get the vaccine for that situation -- the disease is 100% fatal once you have symptoms. 

My wife and I handled a dog that had been attacked by a coyote -- we didn't know that at the time, thought it was a
fight between two of our dogs.  But only one dog had blood on it and there was a circle of blood splatter on the
ground from a real fight.  Then we found other evidence of a coyote being in the yard.   We got saliva all over our
hands.  We got the rabies post exposure prophylaxis.  It's a relatively dangerous vaccine  but we had no trouble with
it. 

There are other more exotic diseases that are mostly found outside the U.S. 

Basically I think the answer in the future has to be case by case and do your own research as public authorities will

Zorch



4 2 Reply

not again be trustworthy for a decade or more.  . 

I've gotten flu shots in the past but don't do so any longer.





1 week ago

How can a vaccine injected into your blood ever prevent a respiratory viral infection?
clot shot





1

1 week ago

exposure to rabies, the first thing should be immediately *really scrub* yourself, especially your hands, with lots of
soap and hot water as hot as you can humanly bear. The rabies virus is quite weak, and even in a cut takes a few
minutes to take hold. And then liberally sluice your hands and nose etc with strong cologne, 80% alcohol.

And then get your course of jabs. Especially if the saliva or blood got on a cut or in your eyes.

Juche Tony




20 Reply

1 week ago

Sorry, if you look at the actual data, rather than your memory, polio was almost completely extinct BEFORE the vaccine
came out.

Hobbleknee





1 Reply

1 week ago

Yes, thank you. I am from that generation..first polio vaccines. There were a handful of polio patients pre vaccine,
afterward, many kids died from the vaccine, ended up crippled or in iron lungs. I don’t know if that information is
available anymore with all the censoring. Used to be pretty easy to find stats and research.

Myself, although didn’t come down with polio, I developed a life long immune disorder.

PressCheck





5 Reply

1 week ago

If you look at the actual numbers, Polio had almost disappeared by the time the vaccines came along. I'm not saying
they've always been a scam, but it looks a lot like one.

Either way, we really don't understand how the immune system works very well. Shoving dozens of vaccines into kids
is insane.

krda

Polio was still killing kids when I was a boy ... only when I was a teen did the vaccines show up
and end that disease.





1 Reply

1 week ago

polio rates were falling rapidly *before* the vaccine rollout. The number of cases tripled the year *after* the vax rollout.

Nowadays, wild polio is more or less extinct, the disease flare ups in places like Pakistan are entirely due to the jabs.

Juche Tony





18 Reply

1 week ago

None are safe.

None are necessary.

Avoid vaxxing your pets.

Your dogs, cats, horses, birds, cows, etc. do not need vaccines, nor are they safe.

They give them cancer, skin & breathing issues, make them sick, shorten their lives.

Vaxxines are good for pharma and veterinarians, but not for our pets.

natashav





7 Reply

1 week ago

This is very good to know.  They require you to give initial vaccinations for animals, when you adopt them.  No more
shots for them either.

I don't trust them anymore. 

Sophia Aurelius





1 Reply

1 week ago

most dogs are borne with worms, so deworming a puppy is a wise move. I also de flea them. But nothing more than
that.

The last street puppy we adopted was a right mess, smelly and swollen, with not much hair. Entirely due to round
worm infestation, which is still coming out 6 weeks later. But she's tripled in size, smells lovely and has a gorgeous soft
coat now. We called her "Shandy".

Juche Tony





8 Reply

1 week ago

If you look in the right places, there is plenty of research backing up the childhood vaccine autism theory. The numbers
are epidemic…the only thing they have in common is childhood vaccines.

I come from the generation of the first polio vaccines. Again, at one time, you could find a lot of information of how many
kids came down with polio after taking the vaccine. Huge coverup. Look what happened in Africa when Gates took the
polio vaccine to the kids there.

PressCheck





3 Reply

1 week ago

And there used to be a lot of stats and research available on the net that more people contacted flu after shots, than
those who had not taken them…especially the elderly.

My Pyrenees had her initial shots as a puppy and almost died. The bill was huge. She is 12 and still has immune
issues.

PressCheck





1 Reply

1 week ago

Considering I have an autistic son, I am often wondering about the rise in autism. There's a lot of it around, far more
than I remember as a teenager myself. 

After the scamdemic, I doubt I'll ever take any shot again. The lies we've seen in the past 2 years have shown an
abundance of evil. 

If heads can't roll for COVID "vaccine" deaths and misery, heads certainly won't roll for autism caused by vaccines. 

DumpsterFire74





Reply

1 week ago

no, but they won't kill you. The more you give them, the more damage is done, and autism is definitely linked to that.
Juche Tony





8 Reply

1 week ago

I did my PhD in Chemistry making the outer shell of these so-called Vaccines. It was in the field of Genetic/gene therapy. I
left it many years ago. What we were doing was far more advanced than what Pfizer and Moderna have released. They
didn't even have targeting molecules on their products. Hence the vax goes all over the body. This outcome has been known
for well over 20 years. In fact, it's the first problem with these products. They didn't even make an effort to solve the first
problem in this field. What has happened is beyond comprehension. Heads should roll over this.

You learn in your first lesson of Organic Chemistry as an undergrad about the dangers of not doing proper, very lengthy trials
on even simple molecules like Thalidomide. Let alone extremely big and complex nanoparticles like this. There is a systemic
failure throughout all of Pharma, the regulatory agencies, and medicine. An incompetence so great that it beggars belief. It
makes the failure of the Financial regulators in 2008 look like a typo. Corrupt and incompetent people have reached the top
of most businesses and institutions. 

Dead_Residents





88 1 Reply

1 week ago

The clot thickens!
Clot Thickens





24 1 Reply

1 week ago

lmfao
Criminal Pharma





33 Reply

1 week ago

Damn, you signed up in 2021 and held that card until now!
Joe Davola





19 1 Reply

1 week ago

What a legend
FringeDweller





2 Reply

1 week ago

The "clot thickens" joke has been everywhere for 2 years, where ya been?
drutter





2 Reply

1 week ago

Just think how much worse this report would be if they all hadn't been vaccinated! 

 

 

      (thought I'd save the idiots the effort to respond themselves)

halleys5





5 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

up next: Clotted chickens coming home to boost. 
Ye need life insurance





83 1 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago (Edited)

Should of stopped it?! Silly, this is a population culling event. They will not stop... They are all-in!

Sedaeng





58 Reply

1 week ago

Pharmaceutical companies were granted immunity from liability. What more evidence could one possibly need as to the
safety of the "vaccines"?

Lord Baltimore





12 Reply

1 week ago

Only in the US. They are free game everywhere else.
dead hobo





34 Reply

1 week ago

Nope.  The mRNA shots went only to countries that gave blanket liability immunity.  Meaning, every single country in
the West, plus most in the 2nd world.

Socratic Dog





37 Reply

1 week ago

Some countries, like Thailand, have figured out those blanket immunities were given under fraudulent conditions. 
They are going after Pfizer.

Other countries will follow.

fauxhammer





25

1 week ago

I pray, every night, that these monsters are brought to justice in this world.  I beg for justice.  This magnitude of a
crime cannot go unpunished. 

Sophia Aurelius





15

1 week ago

Thailand only went after Pfizer because their princess heir to the throne is in coma since December with a heart
condition after third Pfizer shot. I guess they didnt get the saline solution memo.

 

rizzo





8 1

1 week ago

@Lord...

"Pharmaceutical companies were granted immunity from liability" BY TRUMP.

Tell the whole truth.

Bacon's Rebellion





3

1 week ago

Thailand did not commit suicide.
Wide eyed and appalled





7

1 week ago

There's a rumor that the King of Thailand has been hiring assassins for... something. Guess we'll find out if it's
true if pharma executives start dying mysteriously.

krda





2

1 week ago

Immunity was granted by Congress. Trump only gets part of the blame
clot shot





1 Reply

1 week ago

"fraud vitiates all". Pharma has no immunity from prosecution anywhere.
Juche Tony





1 Reply

1 week ago

Especially when asking it be for 75! years.
Pinefox





41 Reply

1 week ago

Seems to go in waves.  3 deaths of acquaintances this week.   All men in early 50's with families. 
Stewmeat





21 Reply

1 week ago

Seems to me we are going to have a large population of retired,  widowed women in the future to fight our wars 
Stewmeat





20 Reply

1 week ago

Just got back from the in-laws; one of their old friends died a few weeks ago.  The widow came for dinner last night for
a dinner party.  No mention of the vaccine.  Nobody seems to think anything is odd.  This man was old, but he died
very suddenly, while reading his book in bed.  

Sophia Aurelius





6 Reply

1 week ago

I know a guy, old, he had some mi i strokes then had a worse one while grocery shopping. 
I worry tor myself as I go to the store a lot. I could stroke out while shopping. 

PeachPit





1

1 week ago

Stay out of the frozen goods section.
Sergio1





1 week ago

I have heard of people dropping dead while doing strenuous activity, or people who dropped dead in their sleep.

I have never heard of someone dying, while awake, while not doing something stressful.  I found this very odd. 

Sophia Aurelius





10 1 Reply

1 week ago

Who loves white genocide? Ashkenazis love white genocide
Ye need life insurance





3 Reply

1 week ago

conclusion: if you're jabbed, male and over 50 don't start any long books.
Juche Tony





10 Reply

1 week ago

Women are coming down with heart problems and aggressive cancers, too. I personally know a few and my social
circle is very small. 

literalqueen





1 Reply

1 week ago

men's hearts tend to work harder, and they carry unhealthy fat round them. So the myocarditis will get them first.
The cancers, I'm guessing, will be more prevalent in women. And the ovarian issues are already well documented.

Juche Tony





77 Reply

1 week ago

Pay attention as the narrative becomes the jabs were a personal choice and nobody forced you to take it! It’s already happening. 
Clot Thickens





39 Reply

1 week ago

It was a choice. There was coercion, but nobody was forcibly made to do it. And many were extremely weak and went
along. They were compliant idiots.

Krink26





27 Reply

1 week ago

Never trust a sleeve-roller.
chunga





26 6 Reply

1 week ago

For many it wasn't a choice. Mortgage and 2 kids will make you a compliant slave.

I personally, was prepared to drop off to the deep forest if it came to that before getting jabbed and would fight to the
death. But there were circumstances where majority of the population had no choice, specially in rabid covid regimes like
central Europe, Australia, New Zealand, Italy, etc.

rizzo





23 Reply

1 week ago

It was still a choice.

Become ungovernable.

Didn't downvote you.

Krink26





24 1 Reply

1 week ago

Hard to be ungovernable if there are people who rely on you and you are not prepared (90% of the population is not
prepared financially, physically and especially mentally.

rizzo





14 1

1 week ago

then get prepared... ignorance is no excuse
Gonefishin'





2

1 week ago

I started preparing financially 30 years ago. It's called being mature.
Juche Tony





24 1 Reply

1 week ago

The choice was your life or mortgage and bills
Shifter_X





8 Reply

1 week ago

Most believed in the "safe & effective" lie and the poison dwarf Fouchi... 
Eyes Opened





4 Reply

1 week ago

Come to think of it I wonder why nobody went postal being forced to take the jab to contrinue working?  Hmm....I
guess only shooting up walmarts and malls is the mk-go to....

Real_Slav





4 Reply

1 week ago

Maybe it's because nobody at the post office had to get the shot! 

😜

What is The Hedge





1 week ago

Nice one!
Real_Slav





Reply

1 week ago

there's always a choice. The weak kid themselves into thinking there wasn't.
Juche Tony





1 week ago

Yep, but most were too busy with their lives and did what their doctor told them to do. This was thier red pill monent. kind
of like 9/11 and bombing of Iraq was mine. 

WildDog



10 Reply



21 Reply

1 week ago

And because I didn’t take the experimental gene therapy shots, I’m still not allowed to travel to America.

I’m deemed a national health risk LOL 

 

 

Killers and Rockers





18 Reply

1 week ago

Nuremberg specifically states that coercion is a violation of the code. There was no informed consent, because the risks
were hidden and censored from the media. 

These are very big problems. 

Sophia Aurelius





6 1 Reply

1 week ago

Nuremberg only applies to the 6000000 Gazillion. They genocide tens of millions of whites after Nuremberg anyways 
Ye need life insurance





1 2 Reply

1 week ago

This doesn’t make sense.  What’s the definition of coercion?  You’re forcibly made to do something or risk a significant
change of life against your will.  And yes, many went willingly but that’s not coercion.

VideoEng_NC





9 Reply

1 week ago

You couldn't get hospital treatment without being vaxxed... THAT is coercion... 

My next door farmer neighbour had an accident which ended with him having a detached retina... despite NOT
wanting the vax (I educated him ) , he was refused treatment unless he was jabbed... wtf are you supposed to do in a
situation like that ? 

😒

Eyes Opened





1 Reply

1 week ago

I'd cheat the system and provide a fake vax card. And argue your case in court, citing the Nuremberg code, if it
came to it.

Juche Tony





4

1 week ago (Edited)

If only it were that simple, Tony... here in the police State formerly known as the Republic of Ireland... the medical
profession are FULLY bought-in to the scamdemic...

 

The hospital will check with your GP to ensure you actually had the clotshots before they let you in the door...

 

The GPs are making out like bandits too... my GP bought a brand new Landcruiser in the middle if the
scamdemic, her previous vehicle was a 2007 banger.. lotsa snouts at the Pfizer trough... 

😒

Eyes Opened





1 week ago

it's shocking to think about how empty Ireland is going to be in five years or so. I mean it wasn't all that full to
start with.

Juche Tony





Reply

1 week ago

Not seeing how we’re not in agreement but you said, “…nobody was forced to do it”.  The point here is yes they
were.

VideoEng_NC





Show More Replies

22 1 Reply

1 week ago

No-one "forced" anyone to take them. What were they going to do if you didn't? Shoot you? People took them because they
valued their paycheck and going to a shitty rock concert more than they did their own health. Screw them!

bidennotmyprez99





33 Reply

1 week ago

What needed to happen was that EVERYONE should have refused the jab, the lockdowns and the masking.  There is literally
fuck all they could have done about 100% noncompliance.

The weak and gullible complied and here we are.

Shifter_X





19 Reply

1 week ago

Most sheeple do what their TV tells them to do. Let them die off.
OldNewB





Reply

1 week ago

The funny thing though is those in the media delivering this should have also been jabbed as well.

Or were many of them....??

MaF





4 Reply

1 week ago

That’s why emails are kept, the many that said confirmed work is cancelled because proof of jab was not met.  Even after
the CDC decision in Aug saying there were no longer any distinction.

VideoEng_NC





1 1 Reply

1 week ago

Don't count on it. Everyone is enjoying the circumcised needle up their rectums. They love this joker show. 
Ye need life insurance





71 Reply

1 week ago

Without any vaccine, the rate of survival of a covid infection is 99.7%. Why would anyone inject the poison from the vaccine into
their body?

BTW, America requires full ingredient disclosure on a pack of gum, yet no disclosure on a medication? What world do we live in
where we allow this?

Robert California





32 Reply

1 week ago

one where evil is in a position of power. 

desertdog

What world do we live in where we allow this?





19 1 Reply

1 week ago

And the population, which is many times larger than than those in power, just takes it.
SassyPants





3 Reply

1 week ago

They seem to prefer Darkness over Light.
WolfLore





9 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Evil always flows toward positions of power.

It's the reason that positions of involuntary power over others should NEVER exist.

NotApplicable





14 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Our population was not smart enough to ask this question or any other.  They prefer to be hypnotized by hyperbole and
anecdotes.

Xena fobe





15 1 Reply

1 week ago

Yep, the same survival rate as the seasonal flu.

Also the exact same symptoms as the seasonal flu…

Also the seasonal flu disappeared for two years…

Also the PCR test can not differentiate between the Flu and “Covid”

… It was the flu all along wasn’t it. 

Killers and Rockers





8 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Probably 

yuck





1 2 Reply

1 week ago

No, the weird breathlessness and collapse of SpO2 were not flu symptoms.

COVID19 wasn't a threat to most people, but it definitely was its own thing.

What do you think they were working on in Wuhan, anyway?

bigjim





4 Reply

1 week ago

A ruse to make people scared enough to inject their poison. Wuhan can't be proven, so it can become a dead end, but
the vax was poison that was pushed on the population in order to kill many.  Stay focused.

Bitclown





1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Dean Koontz, Wuhan-400 virus in Eyes of Darkness. Originally called Gorki-400 before USSR collapse. Written
1981, during the AIDS scamdemic.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Eyes_of_Darkness#COVID-19_speculation

daveO





Reply

6 days ago

“Covid19 wasn’t a threat to most people” aaaand just like the flu.

They were probably working on vaccines in Wuhan. Because I’m pretty sure they weren’t creating a super virus that
mimicked the sniffles and avoided Africa. 

 

Killers and Rockers





1 Reply

1 week ago

More like 99.97%+ survival.
Falling Down





6 Reply

1 week ago

The inserts were completely blank...
ledhead1789





1 Reply

1 week ago

that was quite sinister. I mean, to include an insert but leave it blank.

<shudders>

Juche Tony





11 Reply

1 week ago

This is one of the reasons I gave anyone who was pressuring us about the shots.  I said that I have had multiple severe
adverse reactions to ingredients in other drugs (which is true).  I said I would never take a drug with no full ingredient list
published.  To this day there is still no ingredient list.  Many a-holes still treated my family with contempt and prejudice, that I
wouldn't put a completely unknown substance into my body.

AlohaZ





1 1 Reply

1 week ago

To be fair, there's a full ingredient disclosure for the mRNA injections, too. Maybe they're lying about what's in them, but they
list al the ingredients. Maybe they're lying about what in the pack of gum, too.

drutter





56 Reply

1 week ago

Will never forget when my kids were ostracized at school for not getting these vaccines, and discriminated against with
vaccinated vs. unvaccinated stay-home policies. We even had our own local Faucist, "medical expert" parent at the school who
was given power over all school operations as the head of a Covid task force. Probably got some nice perks from the local Pfizer
rep. We never caved, and we were right. The only point to vaccinating kids now is to enforce equal disability opportunity.

DL38





15 Reply

1 week ago

That person has a family and address.   
endh1b





48 Reply

1 week ago

 

All those parents that forced the shot on their kids will pay.

Not just medical bills but the guilt effect seeing their kids messed up for the rest of their lives. 

Francis Marxximus





23 Reply

1 week ago

Nah, they'll justify it to themselves, they were being good citizens, they were following the science.

What they weren't doing was protecting their children.  The prime directive of a parent.  If a parent can't do that, then Darwin
says they won't be a parent for long.

People have had life way too easy for too long.  They've so quickly forgotten what humans knew for a million years, that life
is short, sharp and brutal for the unprepared.

Socratic Dog





4 Reply

1 week ago

^100%

Some people will never learn. 

Sophia Aurelius





5 Reply

1 week ago

I can’t feel sorry for them.   I feel sorry for the kids.  
endh1b





2 Reply

1 week ago

Disabled, elderly, comatose, and otherwise infirm people were forced to take the shots as well, not just dependent children.
The whole "nobody got forced" notion is not true.

drutter





2 Reply

1 week ago

after thalidomide, many of the mothers later committed suicide. My primary school teacher was one of them.
Juche Tony





44 Reply

1 week ago

The purpose of the vax was to injure and kill, its been very successful . 
canadian made 5.0





43 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

For 18 months? It's been almost 3 years for me. Once Trump trotted the evil little elf out to announce that it was going to be
mRNA based I immediately said no way due to my knowledge of the so called 'technology'.

Krink26





3 Reply

1 week ago

I read that graphene was still "experimental" in 2016. This is scary stuff.
Falling Down





41 2 Reply

1 week ago

Space alien balloons with death rays are floating over US territory and you guys are quibbling over a little thing like this?  
itstippy





19 Reply

1 week ago

Don't forget the friggin' sharks with friggin' laser beams on their friggin' heads. 
givenoquarter





3 Reply

1 week ago

That's a lot of friggin'
Joe Davola





6 Reply

1 week ago

Frig You, You Friggin' Frig.
ExtraordinaryIrrelevance





Reply

1 week ago

BTC fixes that.
Juche Tony





6 Reply

1 week ago

The narratists are really trying everything to distract us to the mass, global culling. 
Sophia Aurelius





40 Reply

1 week ago

I have yet to hear any apologies from lefty friends who accused me of trying to "kill us all".
MongoStraight





26 Reply

1 week ago

Probably because you don't have any.
DogPox





18 Reply

1 week ago

Any left.....
NoPension





21 Reply

1 week ago

I doubt they ever will. And if they do, it won't be genuine. 
FreshCoastxSW





41 2 Reply

1 week ago

my lefty friends and family can thank me by dropping dead.
buzzsaw99





1 8 Reply

1 week ago

Are you bitter?

Nobody in my life cared a rip if I took the jab.  They minded their own business.  They knew better. 

Sophia Aurelius





4 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Nah. Every time a Godless kunt dies an Angel gets its wings. 
Ye need life insurance





8 1 Reply

1 week ago

I've severed relationships but would never wish death on anyone.  They were bamboozled by the most sophisticated
global psyop in human history.  Pray for God's vengeance on the perpetrators.

ledhead1789





4 Reply

1 week ago

my family accused me of propagating the "pandemic" due to refusing the jabs.
Juche Tony





38 Reply

1 week ago

I am not vaxxed.  I’m 71.  
Those who got the shots will be very sick and die well before their life expectancy.

Elon Musk took the shots…  Ben Shapiro, too… Jordan Peterson as well…  Those who follow them ought to reflect on the actual
IQ of idiots who voluntarily took untested “vaccines”.

These are dumber than people who buy street drugs.

Minamoto





1 week ago

This is what people just don't understand.  Anyone in the public eye who took the shot lost ALL credibility.  Ditto anyone
Socratic Dog



32 Reply

who didn't speak up against it.

Where I worked I was known as a pretty smart guy.  And also as an anti-vaxxer.  You think anyone said to me "Dog, you're
the smartest guy in the room, and you aren't getting the kill shot...why?  What don't I know about it?"  Nope.  Not one.  The
only ones who talked about it were the ones already against it.  The rest just lined up for their refreshing cup of kool aid.

Almost all doctors got it.  Reflect on what that tells you about the state of allopathic medicine.

The world is going to be very different in our lifetimes, I suspect.  All those Snyder articles won't be wasted.





1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

.
daveO





10 1 Reply

1 week ago

I doubt Elon took them.  I remember him saying negative things about them.  I think he is another vaxx pretender; there are
millions of them out there. 

Sophia Aurelius





8 1 Reply

1 week ago

It's almost like he's another globalist sack of shit.
ledhead1789





3 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Musk stated he took the shots because they were necessary for him to enter Germany to inspect Tesla’s large battery
factory.

Admittedly, Must may have lied… BUT, at the time Musk went to the battery gigafactory,  shots were required to enter
Germany.

Minamoto




Reply

1 week ago

heck, even Robert Malone and his family got them, and he *invented* mRNA.
Juche Tony





36 Reply

1 week ago

CNN Reporting: East Palestine, Ohio Residents Break Out in Rashes, Report on Headaches After Toxic Chemical Explosion –
Imagine That!

Joe Biden last seen in Ukraine giving away your tax dollars.

 

Oligarch #2





21 1 Reply

1 week ago

*last seen in front of video screen that looks like ukraine.
desertdog





7 Reply

1 week ago

They are in Miami!

https://rumble.com/v1nmqrs-how-brave-puppet-zelensky-films-his-performances-under-bombs-in-front-of-gr.html

Clot Thickens





35 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

This is getting so serious, they actually forced PV's founder James O'Keefe out over that Pfizer expose.

That's some serious pressure brought to bare.

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/02/breaking-james-okeefe-resigns-from-project-veritas/

Theta_Burn





25 Reply

1 week ago

Actually. . . the board backed down because PV donors made them unequivocally aware that donations would cease if they
forced O'Keefe out.  Since PV is entirely dependent on donations, the board backed off.

O'Keefe, however, now aware that the power truly lies with him, is leaving PV to eat a big shitburger.  O'Keefe will take the
donors and start a new enterprise.

And I think you meant "brought to bear."

Shifter_X





6 Reply

1 week ago

Noted, and well done.
Theta_Burn





Reply

1 week ago

unless it's a play on words over Pfizer's exposure.
Juche Tony





2 4 Reply

1 week ago

Something's up with O'Keefe. He gives me the creepy vibe. Sorry.
Orly





9 Reply

1 week ago

...but the way he puts his foot in the ass of these evil corporations...he's the kind of creepy we need.
Theta_Burn





5 Reply

1 week ago

Let me guess. You're on the Pfizer Board. 
Illusory logic





Reply

1 week ago

But have you seen his dance moves?
TownInsider





16 Reply

1 week ago

Biden's daughter's shower diaries were only enough to get a no-knock visit from the FBI. Exposing the vaxx bullshit actually
got the practically flawless and incorruptible O'Keefe canned. Consider that!

What an absolute effing scam this all is. And a deadly, dangerous scam at that.

r0mulus





34 Reply

1 week ago

I clearly remember early last year overhearing a conversation at the local American Legion. The table next to the one I was sitting
at was agreeing with each other that those of us who refused to get jabbed have no right to health coverage. Each time I'm there
I'm hoping to hear that someone in that group has died. They made it clear what they wanted for me and I'm making it clear what
I want for them. 

Green2Delta





12 Reply

1 week ago

Although I don't disagree with you, I don't really have any resentment toward these people. Those of us who have managed
to resist the relentless brainwashing, are made of a different cloth. We may trust, but we verify. We find out the truth
ourselves, no matter where it leads us.

"The only people mad at you for speaking the truth are those who are living a lie."

crazybob369





21 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

You need to get over your "turn the other cheek" BS.  This is existential.  TPTB want us, the resisters, the thinkers, dead. 
This is not over, not by a long shot.

Socratic Dog





7 1 Reply

1 week ago

You sound like a turn the other cheek cuck.  You talk funny and probably act funny too.  This shouldn’t be an eye for an
eye thing this is a 2 for 1 deal. Study the saying of The men who wanted to be left alone.  Then lift your chin up like a man
and act like one.  I wish you luck.

GoldenTool





9 Reply

1 week ago

I said nothing of the sort. And don't call me names, asshole! I don't resent the sheeple, because they are simply
ignorant. I do resent the entire medical establishment for propagating this disgusting lie, which they knew to be a lie.
They should all hang, starting with the little dwarf that started this whole thing. 

crazybob369





4 Reply

1 week ago

That's more like it.  It didn't come across in your original comment.
Socratic Dog





3 Reply

1 week ago

Much better.
GoldenTool





12 Reply

1 week ago

I don’t share your ability to forgive.    This is a war.   The battle lines are drawn.   
endh1b





5 1 Reply

1 week ago

The crap I've heard from Legion members about this whole charade is downright disturbing. Half are way overweight and
obese, they're not even full members/vets, just ladies auxiliary and sons of the legion types who still read print newspapers.
They're the "I know ten people who died from Covid...", idiots.

I have friends across the U.S. and three foreign countries. None of them were hospitalized or died from the rona.

Falling Down





1 Reply

1 week ago

I hate to admit it but I agree with you 100%.
yogy999





32 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago (Edited)

For almost 3 years this site has been been calling bullshit on covid, the vaccines, big pharma, Fauci, and the CDC. The
commentary section has been one of the most illuminating sources of really good information, for me at least, a starting point to
do further research, given how much was suppressed by the search engines. I found out about ivermectin, doctors prescribing
over the counter supplements and vitamins to help recover from covid, the data about how ineffective masks and social
distancing both were, and most of all, just how fucking bad the vaccines were, not just the mRNA crap but pretty much most of
them. I didn't know about VAERS before ZH. I learnt a lot from Robert F Kennedy's book the Real Dr Fauci and so on. We know
Covid came from a lab, just which lab still remains uncertain. What I don't know is how we stop this train wreck. Writing to my
representatives is like pissing in the wind. Being prepared for whatever they throw at us next seems like the only path at the
moment. 

John_also_lacks_surprise





15 Reply

1 week ago

While it didn't wipe out as many people as they hoped the COVID-19 was very successful in many ways.  People running
things made a lot of money and suffered no consequences for their misdeeds.  They will certainly do it again.  

kharrast





8 Reply

1 week ago

The CDC in January implemented the WHO's Vaccination Tracking System in the electronic records of most medical
venues.  There is also a coding for "deficiencies" and BILLABLE "immunization counseling."  In NYC unvaxed Teachers
Personnel Records were flagged with the Difficiency code causing their fingerprints to be sent to the FBI.

MoralsAreEssential





4 1 Reply

1 week ago

Artificial Intelligence will have access to everyone's private records and will use all information to inform its decisions
whether or not the information is private from human eyes.  AI is totally devoid of empathy so by nature it is psychopathic.
  We will soon be ruled by an all seeing, all knowing, almost all powerful psychopath. 

kharrast





2 Reply

1 week ago

Ammo up...
aegis551





10 Reply

1 week ago

You're absolutely right, so far as the Hedge commentators go.  A breath of fresh air, from the beginning.  But Tyler?  He
doesn't look as good as his commentators.  He did, to his credit, not censor his commentators.  I dunno, maybe he was
forced to publish all the shite he did.  I wouldn't be surprised.

 

Socratic Dog





4 Reply

1 week ago

The train is unstoppable.  Jump out the doors and build a parallel society while it's still relatively easy.  The good thing about
all of this is you now know where people stand.  Your social connections with like minded people (hopefully some of them in
walking distance) are more valuable that anything else. 

AlohaZ





32 Reply

1 week ago

I don't take anybody seriously when they call the experimental gene therapy injections "vaccines." 
Criminal Pharma





8 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago (Edited)

It's not a therapy. It's a bioweapon, a kill shot. It is meant to harm. 

yuck





Reply

1 week ago

Dandelion is safe to drink for health, safer than Roun dup….by far.  Dandelion tea can be consumed pre or post
vaxx….tobacco beats synthetic snake venom peptides to the receptors…edta and chelation therapy can reverse vaxx
damages…but you have to believe, words, or you have to conduct the research, yourself.

Know1else_is_Chief





1 Reply

1 week ago

I'm going to keep saying it, the COVID shots are not safe, not effective, and not vaccines.
DumpsterFire74





30 Reply

1 week ago

Thank you Zero Hedge for publishing the outstanding work of Edward Dowd.
InfiniteIntellRules





2 Reply

1 week ago

I was waiting on a CNN expose'.
NoPension





Reply

1 week ago

With the " repurposed" coof death count dashboard on the right of the screen. 
NoPension





1 Reply

1 week ago

Looks to me like (today at least) his book is free if you order it as a Kindle ??

https://www.amazon.com/Cause-Epidemic-Sudden-Childrens-Defense-ebook/dp/B0BB8JTNJZ?ref_=ast_author_mpb

SurfingUSA





31 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Based on the data available from clinical trials and real-world experience, mRNA vaccines have been shown to be safe and
effective in preventing COVID-19.

The two mRNA COVID-19 vaccines that have been authorized for emergency use in many countries, including the United
States and Europe, are the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine and the Moderna vaccine. Both vaccines use a small piece of genetic
material called messenger RNA (mRNA) to instruct cells to produce a protein found on the surface of the SARS-CoV-2 virus.
This protein triggers an immune response, which can protect against future infection.

Clinical trials of both vaccines involved tens of thousands of participants and found them to be highly effective in preventing
COVID-19 with a low rate of serious side effects. Both vaccines were authorized for emergency use after rigorous safety and
efficacy evaluations by regulatory agencies, such as the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the European
Medicines Agency (EMA).

Since the vaccines have been rolled out to the general public, there have been reports of rare side effects such as allergic
reactions, but these have been very rare and the benefits of the vaccines in preventing COVID-19 far outweigh the risks.
Ongoing safety monitoring continues to be conducted by regulatory agencies and public health officials.

In summary, based on the available data, mRNA vaccines have been shown to be safe and effective in preventing COVID-
19.

BenDoverGillian





21 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Just fvch off...

..and get double boosted you moron.

NoPension





17 Reply

1 week ago

The FDA?! Are you for fvching real? The fvching FDA??!!. Bought,owned and paid for lock stock and barrel by Big
Pharma? That FDA? They are nothing but a .gov rubber stamp for Pfizer et al...

NoPension





11 Reply

1 week ago

again, your cheque is in the mail!

thank you.

-big pharma.

john.holmes.jr





7 Reply

1 week ago

Except for those "rare" breakthrough infections, myocarditis and sudden deaths of fit athletic people.
Demologos





5 Reply

1 week ago

J.H. Christ on a cracker. Come on mrna....do your job. 
NoPension





8 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Preventing COVID-19. Yeah ok!  The "mRNA COVID-19 vaccines" do not prevent infection or transmission.

The only thing that prevents any symptoms from a coronavirus infection is a high dose of D3 on a daily basis.

JoKe Biden





7 Reply

1 week ago

A new clown enters the ZH...
No-Go zone





1 Reply

1 week ago

Ummm. That was the narrative 2 years ago. All global data that’s been pouring in for the last 2 years shows otherwise.
Where have you been?

yogy999





28 Reply

1 week ago

And yet... they still hate all of us who refused the vaccines
jzerohedgeizbackagain





14 Reply

1 week ago

Especially now that the truth is coming out.  Anyone who got the jab killed themselves.
Shifter_X





24 Reply

1 week ago

America does NOT need to see the tax returns of a successful billionaire like President D, Trump who became a public servant ....
 

America needs to see the tax returns of public servants who became multi-millionaires while being public servants .... Let's start
with Obama, Fauci, McConnell, Clintons, Wray, Garland, Closet Queen Lindsay, Romney, Pelosi, Schumer, Bill Barr, Liz Cheney
and Biden and work from there

Oligarch #2





24 Reply

1 week ago

I've said all along this is the worst atrocity in human history. The worst attack a government has ever leveled on its people. If
people don't punish the perpetrators they will do it again. And probably even worse next time.

Faust 22





11 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

It's unquestionably the broadest. It is really depressing when you think about how many "leaders" worldwide were complicit
and keep pumping the narrative to this day. 

yuck





1 week ago

They couldn't do it without a complicit "media". It's one big club against us. Governments, banks, corporations, "health"
systems, "education", big pharma, big tech...all colluding against the people.

OldNewB



6 Reply

systems, "education", big pharma, big tech...all colluding against the people.





23 Reply

1 week ago

Notice that we are not hearing much about COVID in the mainstream media anymore. The topic is being actively suppressed so
they don't have to discuss the safety data. Live Long and Prosper Purebloods!

joshua10




8 1 Reply

1 week ago

That because they have all the brain dead distracted with weather ballons.
Bill of Rights





22 Reply

1 week ago

When the government tells you there will be no liability to the surrogate drug front companies they contracted to disseminate their
mystery serum in hurried roll out while the population is in a complete panic and psychosis you might want to wake up from your
slumber. Did you think any good could ever come out of an operation like that? Now we just wait for the damage toll. Most people
I know severely regret the mystery they have inside their body and don't know what to expect. This is a very bad feeling to have. 

Dr. Gonzo





10 Reply

1 week ago

it was extremely naive for people to overlook that. 

make stupid decisions, win stupid prizes.

desertdog





5 Reply

1 week ago

At least you're a real doctor.
MongoStraight





2 Reply

1 week ago

Like Dr. Jill?
PrintemDano





22 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

 

I had 2 unwanted cv tests in 3 days at the VA that were negative.  On the fourth day a cv test came back positive and I literally
collapsed the same day and was unconscious for over a week.  There's no doubt that the VA's cv tests made me ill as no other
exposure points.  Also, whatever I had was so totally unlike previous dozens of flu's in my life left no doubt that the VA poisoned
me with something... and it wasn't the flu.  Don't trust Doctors or the VA. 

Swamidon





21 Reply

1 week ago

Safe and effective isn’t a lie…..

It is TWO lies

BinAnunnaki





5 Reply

1 week ago

It's also 'misinformation'...
Blinkyandvulnerable





5 Reply

1 week ago

Disinformation.
PAsucks





5 Reply

1 week ago

Safe (Pfizer can't be sued) and effective (genocide)
Yepnah





21 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

All cause excess deaths soaring as the jabbed are dropping like gassed flies...the chart does not lie.

https://www.usmortality.com/deaths/excess-cumulative

boyplunger7777





7 Reply

1 week ago

Excellent link!
Rumple4skin





2 Reply

1 week ago

Share it.
boyplunger7777





7 Reply

1 week ago

Wow! Social Security should be able to add 10-15 years to its solvency.  
NoPension





8 Reply

1 week ago

Do not doubt it was part of the plan to take SS and Medicare expenses down...
boyplunger7777





3 Reply

1 week ago

Why do you think they pushed it so hard on the old folk?
Socratic Dog





2 7 Reply

1 week ago

That chart proves the opposite.  The vaccine wasn't even approved until the end of August 2021, and not rolled out and in
effect until the end of 2021.  At that point, the number of excess deaths was 1,050,290, or about 5 hundred thousand per
year.  The entire year 2022, the number of excess deaths had only risen by 175,000, compared to 2.5X that in each of the
two years prior to the vax.

I'm not a fan of the Vax but that chart shows the Vax REDUCING excess deaths, not causing them.

Theeconomist





7 Reply

1 week ago

Your dates are totally incorrect 

the vaccine was announced days after the 2020 election 

they were vaccinating first responders and the elderly in Dec 2020 

my brother in law got his first Pfizer shot in February 2021 his second in March 

by May 2021 3 vaccines were widely available for walk in 

at least here in SE Pennsylvania 

 

phillyla





2 Reply

1 week ago

His dates are wrong (not sure how anyone can misremember things that badly) but he's got a point - that data shows a
lot of deaths due to Covid, and not a lot of deaths due to the "vaccines". I imagine part of the problem is this is official
government data, which means it's fudged to suit the narrative as much as possible.

drutter





1 Reply

1 week ago

I've got this one bookmarked and been watching it. It's scary. I don't think most people want to admit they were fooled yet.
DumpsterFire74





20 Reply

1 week ago

Remember when many of the covidiots wished for the unjabbed to die of covid. Wanted the government to round them up and
force vaccinate or execute them. Well covidiots karma... is coming.

aegis551





6 Reply

1 week ago

My favourite was Lutchmedial, buff 52 YO subcon Canadian cardiologist. He said "I won't cry at your funerals." then died
suddenly, in his sleep, a month after his 'booster'. No warning just died. 52 YO cardiologists do not have unknown heart
conditions.

acementhead

Remember when many of the covidiots wished for the unjabbed to die of covid.





18 Reply

1 week ago

Remember this chestnut from CNN:

anonymous sources are telling us billionaires are trying to bribe nurses to get to the front of the line ahead of our vulnerable 80
and 90 year olds.  

Yup. Complete Nazi style propaganda targeted towards a sub 86 I.Q. group. That's one thing that saved us. They had to target
the propaganda at the drooling masses. If they would have been more sophisticated they might have gotten a few more of us. 

Dr. Gonzo





13 Reply

1 week ago

Oh but even better....

The CNN follow up to the report:

"Nurses would not take the bribes from anonymous billionaires."

You know cause dancing nurses on tik tok are incorruptible angles of mercy and the ethics of the vaccine program is beyond
reproach. 

Ha. Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha!

 

Dr. Gonzo





17 2 Reply

1 week ago

By this time next year, when the presidential election begins in earnest, the public uproar over the monumental vaccine fiasco
should be at a fever pitch. If that is so, it's hard to see the moving force behind the vaccine, one Donald J. Trump, who STILL
vigorously defends the vaccine, garner enough support to win in 2024. In sharp contrast, DeSantis, it seems to me, is making all
the right moves.

herbivore1





18 1 Reply

1 week ago

The "election" is meaningless. the new POTUS has already been decided. 
canadian made 5.0





5 1 Reply

1 week ago

Agreed, I heard that Douchebag won.
Bill of Rights





6 Reply

1 week ago

i heard the fed won ... again.
desertdog





2 Reply

1 week ago

you mean (((the fed)))
BigJimSportCamper





Reply

1 week ago

DeSatan was selected in June 2019 when he visited Israel. That was a month before Epstein's arrest. One month after
Hunter married Hollywood.

daveO





8 2 Reply

1 week ago

When people whine about Biden and leave out Trump they lose all credibility.
ScanThisNews





1 Reply

1 week ago

The next president is whoever papa Negligee Klaus says it is. I’m sure Wray told him so at Davos. What other business
would he have going there?? 

AllRefreshed





Reply

1 week ago

If the Democrats have any sense they'll drop Biden and blame Trump for the vaccine deaths. That could get even a loser like
Harris into the White House.

krda





16 Reply

1 week ago

They won the clottery
hiftobaf





16 Reply

1 week ago

Who would have thought that being un-vaxxed meant you became the equivalent of John Galt.
afriend4u2





3 Reply

1 week ago

Excellent analogy.
Fiscal Reality





2 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

TY

While I am so happy I disregarded all the nonsense related to the named flu and it's ultimate solution, the downside is
becoming a defacto care giver and producer as useful members of society become disabled or pass on.

afriend4u2





16 Reply

1 week ago

End the trials or ship 300 billion $ to the pockets of the Big Pharma for a product with 95% profit margin with zero liabilities AND
instigate the biggest wealth transfer in the history of the mankind ?

Decisions, decisions ....

rizzo





8 Reply

1 week ago

Not only that, but invite a shitload of scrutiny onto classified bio research programs? Invite a public discussion on what are
now purportedly documents indicating the entire national response was a military black op? Now we are playing with fire.
They have every reason in the world to keep doubling down on this shit. We truly are in the wobbly heights of the big lie right
now.

r0mulus





2 Reply

1 week ago

And look into the autism rate, and why.
Shillelagh Pog





15 1 Reply

1 week ago

" If you want your life back and your Freedom you must get Vaccinated "

Joe Biden

Bill of Rights





16 Reply

1 week ago

FJB
fbazzrea





5 6 Reply

1 week ago

FDT. I didn't down vote you for your comment. How about you for mine?
ScanThisNews





2 Reply

1 week ago

absolutely not.

here's my vote

fbazzrea





3 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

DJT is done. Covid done him in.

i gave you your second upvote. don't know who came along with your second downer

fbazzrea





2 1 Reply

1 week ago

It's the bug-eyed guy.
ScanThisNews





3 Reply

1 week ago

Only fools listen to politicians
BUNKS





Reply

1 week ago

fake freedom
Dr. Gonzo





15 Reply

1 week ago

Lots of empty lamp posts ready for stretchin' necks...
KashNCarry





14 Reply

1 week ago

I got a whole list of lefties who browbeat me for resisting the vaccine. Everyone of these jerks owe me an apology. 
Shimmering_Swag_Fish





10 Reply

1 week ago

I agree, but please don't hold your breath waiting! The left is totally despicable these days. 
Yogizuna





7 Reply

1 week ago

Same  
NPC1984





14 Reply

1 week ago

None of the mRNA believers will ever admit anything. This is a religion to them and they will not commit blasphemy regardless of
how strong is the data.

DeepCover





Reply

1 week ago

Good riddance...
aegis551





1 Reply

1 week ago

I rattled the cage this evening and sent them this link.  It has been a while since I sent them anything serious because they
just ignore it.

https://gab.com/Ruth-Plant/posts/109900006236395791

DjangoCat





1 Reply

1 week ago

that is good news thanks Django
retired kiwi





14 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

The first clue was when pharmaceutical companies were granted immunity from lawsuits
You_Cant_Quit_Me





14 Reply

1 week ago

Why do Covidians keep catching the Rona yet purebloods only get it once? Just curious.
Non-GMO Human





4 Reply

1 week ago

I just got ill over a few days. Common cold or flu. I think there a strong correlation between holiday/ international new year
season. 

🎭

 'F them into the right direction.' Gekko Jr 

🎭





Reply

1 week ago

I'm pureblood, I believe I had three different mild cases in 2020, before easy testing anyway I never even had fever, and one
slightly worse during Omicron, still no real fever (but I suspect these cheap digital thermometers read lower with age!).

I Write Code





2 Reply

1 week ago

You need to work on your general immunity--you shouldn't be getting sick at all, especially if you're unvaxxed.  Maybe get
Covid once and then you should have natural immunity from it so you would not get it twice.  The reason the vaxxed get it
multiple times is because their immune systems are being destroyed.  You can ward off colds and flu with the same
protocol--D3, zinc, quercetin, and you might want to look into a B-complex and some other supplements like NAC and
magnesium.  

chiquita





1 week ago (Edited)

I'm all over all that stuff, have been since years before COVID.
I Write Code
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Reply

I'm all over all that stuff, have been since years before COVID.

All my COVID's together don't add up to one day of bad flu, I think I'm doing quite well.  It's absolutely shocking if
indeed that's all it takes, plus or minus some genetic dispositions that might be involved.  I was even accidentally at
the higher level of vitamin D that they now recommend.

People catch a cold now and then, and it can come back on you a couple of times in a season, means little.  Immune
system takes note and moves your immunity up a notch each time, that's why they go with two-shot vaccinations and
such.





14 Reply

1 week ago

We are taking mystery serum injections from a Empire run by a secret government with secret laws and packed with war criminals
and blackmailed and bribed puppets who let Pfizer and Moderna slap a label on it and make bank.... and we're still asking about
data and clinical trials. Half the population now probably couldn't find Texas on a map of the United States so go ahead and keep
asking the wrong questions. 

Dr. Gonzo





13 4 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

https://twitter.com/LegendaryEnergy/status/1564431381807058944

In his own words:

Make sure to thank Mr. Orange Warp Speed for this!

This is why Trump's campaign will be DOA in 2024.

Trump praising GAVI, the Global Vaccine Alliance from Bill Gates, again, in his own words:

https://youtu.be/_pV1U9s3vJ0

Naked Emperor

“...I pushed them like they have never been pushed before…”- Donald J Trump





3 2 Reply

1 week ago

One downvote from a Trumptard that is still caught in the echo chamber and living in denial.
Naked Emperor





Reply

1 week ago

Serial down voter. 
Xena fobe





13 Reply

1 week ago

My insurance company should write my wife and I big fvckin checks for not taking the jab.
Southern Discomfort





13 1 Reply

1 week ago

Little kids are having heart attacks
Jeffery Epstein





11 Reply

1 week ago

Yep.

But I'm told that that has always happened ~ and that it's just a coincidence.

Blinkyandvulnerable





5 Reply

1 week ago

Funny how we almost never heard about kids having heart attacks, especially little kids, except maybe if it happened to
someone's kid you knew--and I can't say I ever heard this in my entire life.  The point being now it's in the news on a
regular basis because--don't be alarmed (\s)--it is news.  Why are people so resistant to what they can see with their own
eyes?

chiquita





2 Reply

1 week ago

"Baffling!"
Handful of Dust





3 Reply

1 week ago

trust the science. Kids always die of heart attacks. When I was in school in the 70's and 80's a classmate would have a
heart attack and die all the time. 

Dr. Gonzo





13 Reply

1 week ago

The jabbed have redefined the term, "bagholders".
cielukman





11 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

They sure took one for the Pfizer, Moderna and Johnson & Johnson team. 
Jeffery Epstein





11 1 Reply

1 week ago

Now they're buying new mansions and yachts while people get clots 
Jeffery Epstein





13 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

The few remaining vax apologists here on ZeroHedge continue to miss one salient point.

Even if the vax was 100% safe and effective (which by now even a complete moron should be able to see isn't true), it was still a
crime to coerce people to get it at threat of losing their livelihood, mobility, and freedom.

The mass censorship is also inexplicable and inexcusable. If the vax was safe and effective, then there would have been no need
to crush any opposing treatments, data, or points of view.

zamizdat





2 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Hope alot teachers took it, sorry had too
wizteknet





3 Reply

1 week ago

The vaxx-tards don't use logic or critical thinking though. Everything is emotional and groupthink for them.
OldNewB





13 Reply

1 week ago

I am just thankful that I shielded my kids from this nonsense, long enough that the entire thing blew over (just as we all suspected
it would).  Yes, we all end up with maladies of one kind or another, but worrying about long term clotshot damage won't be one of
those concerns.

CosmoJoe





1 Reply

1 week ago

Not according to tim. 
Indelible Scars





Reply

1 week ago

Food water sky and shedding 

hmmmmm

new game





7 Reply

1 week ago

Good man and father, the best thing a man can be. 
InfiniteIntellRules





13 Reply

1 week ago

I can only say

 

Still pure.

disparaged





7 Reply

1 week ago

Watch out.  There will be a day when the unvaxxed are kidnapped off of the streets and drained of their blood.
hiftobaf





5 Reply

1 week ago

I'm waiting for the time when they pay us $1000 / pint.
HRH of Aquitaine 2.0





4 Reply

1 week ago

pure blood isn't going to save people with jab-contaminated blood.
dewton piezda messi





3 Reply

1 week ago

We can still sell it to them for $1k, fvck them lol
the proudblacksheep





Reply

1 week ago

They can try lmao.   
endh1b





13 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

How many deaths did it take for the Swine flu vaccine to be discontinued?  12?

The fact that the Covid vaccine was forced on the world is unconscionable.

I want to see perp walks.

Edit with Link:  https://inthetalknews.com/2023/01/15/in-1976-12-dead-after-the-swine-flu-vaccination-and-they-stopped-the-
vaccine/

HRH of Aquitaine 2.0





13 Reply

1 week ago

It’s crazy how the people who were coerced into getting the vaccine for forced to to keep a job or not in the streets with torches
and pitchforks
I mean seriously, your health, potentially could be ruined for the rest of your life

President Poopie Pants
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